
MIKUBA 90 

Coffee Name: Mikuba 90 (mi-KOO-buh) 
Country: Burundi 
Province: Kayanza 
Washing Station: Heza 
Producer: Long Miles Coffee Project  
Elevation: 1870-2036 masl 
Harvest Season: April-June 
Variety: Bourbon 
Processing: Washed 
Tasting Notes: Blueberry, Chocolate Chips, Citrus 

Burundian smallholder farms dot collines, ‘hills’ in the colonial Belgian French, and deliver 
coffee to their local washing stations. Each colline represents a microclimate, most with ideal 
growing conditions of high elevation, nitrogen-rich volcanic soil, and mild temperatures, and 
gentle rainfall. In addition to coffee, Mikuba Hill grows acacia and banana trees, tomatoes, 
sweet potatoes, cabbage, cassava, and peas, but its steep slopes are challenging for erosion. 

This is our second Long Miles Coffee Project lot of 2019, and the first ever natural processed 
Burundian coffee from Small Planes. Mikuba 90 is named after the hill on which its ~1900 
contributing farmers live and work and for the sequential order in which these cherries were 
received: the 90th lot of harvest. Like the washed Nkonge, Mikuba 90 is processed at the 
Heza washing station. 

IN THE CUP: 
Until 2011, lots delivered to a washing station were automatically combined and sold without 
traceability past the limited regional information. This led to a generic taste Burundian profile 
high in clean, citric acidity, full bodied, and berry notes.  

Mikuba 90 is full-bodied and rich. It finishes remarkably clean and bright for a natural-
processed laden with flavors of blueberry and semisweet chocolate. The cupping table 
delivers all of its lighter citrus aromatics; filter brew brings out the lingering chocolate and 
fruit. It’s basically dessert in a cup.  

OTHER TALKING POINTS: 
“Disaster” 
Mikuba means “disaster” in the local language Kirundi, because it was repeatedly a battlefield 
during Burundi’s 12-year civil war. 

Coffee Scouts + Potato Defect 
Burundian and Rwandan coffees are prone to potato defect caused by antestia bugs. Long 
Miles employs area youth to scout out infestations and spray crops with an organic pesticide. 
The Coffee Scouts also support coffee farmers all year round, teaching them about the 
importance of pruning back trees after harvest, using mulch and fertilizer, and helping 
farmers build an irrigation system.


